
 

 

 

PARIS PASTRY AND BAKERY TOUR 

3 hours 

Arrival in : Paris     Departure from : Paris 

Highlights of the gourmet tour:  

- Learn more about the fascinating history of French Pastry 

- Taste some pastry in the most famous Parisian shops 

- Discover some of the emblematic monuments of Paris 

Presentation of your excursion around French art in pastry and bakery 

Let’s go on a discovery of French pastries and bakeries, globally known and recognized symbols of 
French gastronomy.  From Bakery to Pastry shop, your guide will recount not only the history of the 
cakes, breads, chocolates and other sweets which are among the most famous of French pastries, but 
he will also show you the way in which this gastronomic history is deliciously intertwined with the history 
of France: its kings, emperors, leaders, its revolution, its people.  Who would have thought? Croissants 
and macaroons will lead you on a discovery of Marie Antoinette, of Napoleon but also of the France of 
our day! 

Feeding the soul and feeding the body are one and the same for the French, you will delight along the 
way in several tastings in the most renowned names in Parisian patisserie which we will keep as a  



 

surprise.  You will thus have five gourmet stops along the way, and your guide will be happy to explain 
throughout your tasting, the unique attributes of the pastry that you are nibbling on. 

A gourmet tour, rich in anecdotes and captivating stories to understand the history of Paris as well as 
that of French pastry! 
  

This program includes: 

- Four Pastry Tastings 

- Our expert tour guide 

- Other sweet surprises 

This program does not include: 

- Personal expenses 

-  Insurance 

-  Visits and tastings not mentioned 

-  Options 

Options you can add to this excursion in Paris 

- Available in : French, English, Russian 

- Hotel pick-up by car 

- Add another erxcursion about Street art in Paris le Marais to complete this day trip 

Conditions d’annulation 

Cancellation is possible up to 72hrs before starting time 

 


